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Background: Thyroid nodule size is one of the key parameters that determines the operative approach for 
thyroid carcinoma. It is necessary to evaluate the influence of nodule size on the aggressiveness of thyroid 
carcinoma. The eighth edition of staging system has updated the prognostic age cutoff from 45 to 55 years 
old. It is needed to re-evaluate the difference in aggressiveness of thyroid carcinoma between younger 
(<55 years old) and older (≥55 years old) patients. Importantly, whether the influence of nodule size on the 
aggressiveness of thyroid carcinoma varies according to the new age stratification remains to be explored.
Methods: Medical records from patients were retrospectively reviewed. Patients with a documented thyroid 
ultrasonography (US), US-guided fine needle aspiration (FNA) and histopathology were included. The risks 
of unfavorable events such as central-compartment neck lymph node (CLN) metastasis, lateral-compartment 
neck lymph node (LLN) metastasis and gross extrathyroidal extension (ETE) were analyzed in four subsets 
of patients according to size and age.
Results: Large nodule size (≥10 mm) significantly increased the frequencies of CLN metastasis, LLN 
metastasis and gross ETE (P<0.05). The frequency of CLN metastasis was significantly higher in younger 
patients compared with that in older ones. Logistic regression analysis recognized large nodule size as an 
independent risk factor for all CLN metastasis (OR: 3.304, 95% CI: 2.473–4.415), LLN metastasis (OR: 
9.673, 95% CI: 4.542–20.597), and gross ETE (OR: 2.430, 95% CI: 1.508–3.916). Secondly, in younger 
patients, frequencies of all CLN metastasis, LLN metastasis and gross ETE were significantly higher in 
nodules ≥10 mm than in nodules <10 mm (P<0.001). However, in older patients, no significant difference was 
found in the frequencies of LLN metastasis or gross ETE between nodules <10 mm and ≥10 mm. Logistic 
regression analysis showed, in younger patients, large nodule size was an independent risk factor for all CLN 
metastasis (OR: 3.241, 95% CI: 2.393–4.389), LLN metastasis (OR: 12.495, 95% CI: 5.281–29.562), and 
gross ETE (OR: 2.591, 95% CI: 1.519–4.419), while in older patients large nodule size was recognized as an 
independent risk factor for CLN metastasis (OR: 3.924, 95% CI: 1.413–10.899) but not for LLN metastasis 
or gross ETE.
Conclusions: Large nodule size is significantly related to high aggressiveness of thyroid carcinoma. The 
correlation between large nodule size and high aggressiveness varies according to patient’s age, indicating 
that the presence of unfavorable events has different clinical significance for patients of varied ages. These 
findings contribute to accurately assessing the prognosis of individual patient and developing a better 
management strategy.
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Introduction

Thyroid nodule size plays an important role in making 
decisions on thyroid carcinoma diagnosis and management. 
According to 2015 American Thyroid Association 
(ATA) guidelines, thyroid ultrasound guided fine needle 
aspiration (US-guided FNA) is strongly recommended 
to nodules ≥10 mm with intermediate to high suspicion 
ultrasonography (US) pattern before surgery (1). As for 
papillary thyroid microcarcinoma (PTMC) which is smaller 
than 10 mm in size, a thyroid lobectomy alone is sufficient 
when patients without prior head or neck radiation, familial 
thyroid carcinoma, or unfavorable events [such as gross 
extrathyroidal extension (ETE), central-compartment neck 
lymph node (CLN) and lateral-compartment neck lymph 
node (LLN) metastasis] (2,3). However, a near-total or total 
thyroidectomy can be chosen when nodule size >10 mm 
or patients with unfavorable events (1). Thyroidectomy 
with modified radical neck dissection is recommended for 
N1b patients with gross ETE (1,4). Those unfavorable 
events have been shown to correlate to poor prognosis of 
patients with thyroid carcinoma, evidenced by increasing 
recurrence rate at both resection site and regional lymph 
node, lowering the overall and disease-free survival (5-9). 
Accordingly, the influence of nodule size on the risks of 
those unfavorable events should be evaluated.

In addition, patient’s age has been shown to have a 
significant impact on prognosis (3). The frequencies of 
unfavorable events of patients in different age groups were 
significantly different (10). Another study also showed the 
risk of thyroid carcinoma recurrence varied according to 
patient’s age (11). All of these indicate that patient’s age is 
another factor that should be considered when assessing 
the prognosis of an individual patient and determining 
management strategy. Recently, the eighth edition of 
AJCC/UICC modified the prognostic age cutoff from 45 to 
55 years old (12). Therefore, it is necessary to re-evaluate 
whether the risks of prognostic-related unfavorable events 
are different between patients younger than 55 years old 
and patients equal to or over 55 years old.

However, risk factors for prognostic-related unfavorable 

events are hard to be evaluated since multiple factors could 
affect the evaluation. It has been reported that the risk 
factors for thyroid carcinoma recurrence were different 
between patients younger than 45 years and patients equal 
to or over 45 years old (13). In this scenario, we were 
wondering whether the impact of nodule size on the risks 
of unfavorable events varied between patients younger than  
55 years old and patients equal to or over 55 years old. 

Here, we provided a set of clinical data to demonstrate the 
influence of thyroid nodule size on the risks of unfavorable 
events in patients with thyroid carcinoma. We also evaluated 
the impact of patient’s age on the risks of unfavorable events 
based on the new age stratification updated in the eighth 
edition of AJCC/UICC staging system. More importantly, 
different from other studies which only evaluated the 
influence of patient’s age or nodule size on the risk of tumor 
progression, we further investigated whether the influence 
of nodule size on the aggressiveness of thyroid carcinoma in 
patients younger than 55 years old is different from that in 
patients equal to or over 55 years old. 

We present the following article in accordance with the 
STROBE reporting checklist (available at http://dx.doi.
org/10.21037/gs-20-747).

Methods

Study design

The study was conducted in accordance with the 
Declaration of Helsinki (as revised in 2013). The study was 
approved by the Ethics Committee of Xiangya Hospital 
Central South University (No. 201912473) and individual 
consent for this retrospective analysis was waived. Medical 
records from 2015 through 2018 were retrospectively 
reviewed. Data from cases which met the inclusion criteria 
(described in section “Patients inclusion and exclusion”) 
were collected and analyzed. Firstly, the influence of nodule 
size on the risks of unfavorable events were evaluated 
in patients with thyroid carcinoma. This study adopted  
10 mm to divide nodules into two groups (nodules <10 mm 
and nodules ≥10 mm) because: (I) according to 2015 ATA 
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guidelines, nodule size ≥10 mm is one of the important 
factors in deciding to perform US-guided FNA (1); (II) 
nodule size <10 mm is the cutoff value that is widely used to 
define thyroid microcarcinoma (14-17), which has different 
prognosis from thyroid carcinoma over 10 mm in size (18); 
(III) management strategy may be different between nodules 
<10 mm and nodules ≥10 mm, since active surveillance 
was recommended to low risk papillary microcarcinoma 
according to studies from Kuma Hospital (2,19,20); (IV) 
thyroid lobectomy alone is sufficient for thyroid papillary 
microcarcinoma when patients without risk factors (described 
in “Introduction” section), while a near-total or total 
thyroidectomy was recommended when nodule size >10 mm 
as well as patients with risk factors (1). The risks of unfavorable 
events were compared between these two groups. Secondly, 
the risks of unfavorable events were re-evaluated based on 
age stratification where 55 years old was chosen as the cutoff 
value according to the eighth edition of AJCC/UICC staging 
system. Thirdly, whether the influence of nodule size on the 
aggressiveness of thyroid carcinoma varies with patient’s age 
was investigated.

Patients inclusion and exclusion

Patients with all documented thyroid US, US-guided FNA 
records and surgical histopathology were collected. Such 
nodules were excluded: nodules with incomplete information 
or without formal US report; patient’s records without a clear 
correlation in nodular location, cytology, and histopathology; 
patients with an incidental thyroid cancer (defined as a 
malignant lesion found outside the nodule of interest). 

Treatment

Lobectomy or thyroidectomy with or without neck 
lymph node dissection was chosen based on 2015 ATA 
guidelines. Prophylactic CLN dissection (ipsilateral 
or bilateral) was performed when nodules >40 mm or 
lymph node enlargement was observed under US. LLN 
dissection was performed for patients with suspicious LLN 
metastasis evaluated by US and computerized tomography 
scan or US-guided FNA proven-metastatic lateral neck 
lymphadenopathy. 

FNA technique and categorization 

Thyroid FNA at our hospital was performed under US 

guidance and by the same surgical team. All FNA performers 
received certification and support from the cytology and 
ultrasound technician. The final FNA results were verified 
by at least one experienced cytopathologist (21). Nodules 
smaller than 10 mm in size would receive US-guided FNA 
when at least one of the following requirements was met: 
Nodular location was close to thyroid capsule, trachea, 
or nerve; Patients had a family history of thyroid cancer 
or a history of radiotherapy; Enlargement of neck LN 
was observed by US or neck LN was suspicious of cancer 
metastasis. Patients had a heavy psychological burden and 
strongly demanded US-guided FNA to evaluate nodular 
pathological type. US-guided FNA would be recommended 
to nodules equal to or larger than 10 mm in size when 
at least one of the following requirements was met: TI-
RADS 4c-6, TI-RADS 4b and nodule size ≥15 mm, TI-
RADS 4a and nodule size ≥25 mm, TI-RADS 3 and nodule 
size ≥40 mm, or any nodule that needed thyroidectomy. If 
a patient had more than one biopsy on the same nodule, 
the FNA record immediately before surgery was adopted 
in the following analysis. Cytology results were recorded 
as nondiagnostic or unsatisfactory (Bethesda I), benign 
(Bethesda II), atypical (atypia of undetermined significance 
and follicular lesion of undetermined significance, Bethesda 
III), follicular neoplasm/suspicious for follicular neoplasm 
(Bethesda IV), suspicious for malignancy (Bethesda V), or 
malignancy (Bethesda VI) according to the 2009 Bethesda 
System for Reporting Thyroid Cytopathology (22). 

Clinical data acquisition

The electronic medical records were reviewed to collect 
clinical data, including age, gender, US report, US-
guided FNA records, and histopathology. Neck lymph 
node metastasis was confirmed by histopathology. Gross 
extrathyroidal extension was identified during surgery and 
confirmed by histopathology. Nodule size was described 
in terms of maximum diameter measured by US. Kwak’s 
Thyroid Imaging Reporting and Data System (TI-RADS) 
was used in our hospital (23). Five suspicious signs of 
thyroid cancer were included in this risk stratification 
system, namely solid composition with hypoechogenicity, 
taller than wide in shape, irregular margin or ETE, 
microcalcification, and abnormal neck LN. Nodules with 
one, two, three/four, or five suspicious signs were classified 
as TI-RADS 4a, 4b, 4c, and 5, respectively. Nodules with 
cancer cells in cytology were classified as TI-RADS 6.
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Statistical analysis

Continuous data were presented as medians with percentiles 
(25% and 75%) if they were not normally distributed 
(determined by the Shapiro-Wilk test), and groups were 
compared using Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Categorical data 
were analyzed using chi-square test (Fisher’s exact test). 
Logistic regression analysis was used for independent 
risk factor analysis. Since all variables were recorded 
in the ultrasound report, US-guided FNA report or 
histopathology report, no data was missing for all patients. 
Patients with incomplete documentation were excluded. 
Data were analyzed using SPSS (v.23; SPSS/IBM) for 
Windows. A two-sided P<0.05 was considered significant. 

Results

Clinical characteristics 

US-guided FNA was performed on 6,119 patients, of which 
surgery was performed on 1,195 patients. Final diagnosis 
was determined by histopathology. After excluding patients 
that did not meet the inclusion criteria, there were 1,012 
nodules from 892 patients included in this study (Figure 1). 
The overall median of age was 42 years old. The overall 
median of nodule size was 9 mm. In 1,012 nodules, 1.1% 

were diagnosed as ND/USF with malignancy ratio of 
18.2%, 4.9% as benign with malignancy ratio of 28.0%, 
8.8% as AUS/FLUS with malignancy ratio of 55.1%, 0.7% 
as FN/SFN with malignancy ratio of 14.3%, 19.5% as SM 
with malignancy ratio of 79.2%, and 65.0% as malignant 
with malignancy ratio of 97.6%. CLN metastasis happened 
to 356 patients, LLN metastasis occurred in 71 patients, 
and gross ETE happened to 86 patients. Other statistical 
results were presented in Table 1. Of note, 864 out of 1,012 
nodules were malignant and participated in the following 
analysis.

Both large nodule size and age younger than 55 years 
increased the risk of CLN metastasis

Unfavorable events occurred in thyroid carcinoma such 
as gross ETE and neck LN metastasis have a significant 
impact on patients’ prognosis (5,8,24). Hence, the 
frequencies of CLN metastasis, LLN metastasis and gross 
ETE were analyzed and compared in nodules <10 mm and 
≥10 mm (Table 2). The frequencies of all CLN metastasis, 
LLN metastasis and gross ETE were significantly higher 
in nodules ≥10 mm compared to those in nodules <10 mm 
(P<0.05): almost twice as high in CLN metastasis (P<0.001), 
over 9 times as high in LLN metastasis (P<0.001), and 

US-guided FNA on 6,119 patients

Thyroidectomy on 1,195 patients

892 patients with complete 
documentations

744 patients with 864 malignant 
nodules

148 patients with benign nodules 
excluded

461 nodules 
<10 mm

418 nodules 
<10 mm

403 nodules 
≥10 mm

349 nodules 
≥10 mm

≥55 years old

<55 years old

43 nodules 
<10 mm

54 nodules 
≥10 mm

Figure 1 Flow chart of study patients. US-guided FNA, ultrasound guided fine needle aspiration.
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over twice as high in gross ETE (P<0.001). Besides, the 
frequency of nodules with high TI-RADS score (TI-RADS 
4c-6) significantly increased in nodules ≥10 mm compared 
to that in nodules <10 mm (18.1% vs. 10.8%, P=0.002).

Patient’s age has been shown to be related to prognosis (25). 

The frequencies of CLN metastasis, LLN metastasis and 
gross ETE were investigated between patients <55 years 
old and patients ≥55 years old. There was no significant 
difference in the frequency of LLN metastasis or gross 
ETE. However, CLN metastasis happened more frequently 

Table 1 Clinical characteristics

Characteristics
Benign Malignant

Median or count Percentiles or ratio (%) Median or count Percentiles or ratio (%)

Age, years 48 38, 53* 42 33, 50*

Size, mm 10 6, 21.5* 9 6, 15*

Gender

Male 24 11.4 187 88.6

Female 124 15.5 677 84.5

TI-RADS

3 39 45.3 47 54.7

4a 74 16.2 382 83.8

4b 26 7.7 312 92.3

4c 9 9.9 82 90.1

5 0 0 38 100

6 0 0 3 100

Bethesda

I 9 81.8 2 18.2

II 36 72.0 14 28.0

III 40 44.9 49 55.1

IV 6 85.7 1 14.3

V 41 20.8 156 79.2

VI 16 2.4 642 97.6

CLN-meta

No 148 22.6 508 77.4

Yes 0 0 356 100

LLN-meta

No 148 15.7 793 84.3

Yes 0 0 71 100

ETE

No 148 16.0 778 84.0

Yes 0 0 86 100

*, the percentiles of 25% and 75%. TI-RADS, thyroid imaging reporting and data system; CLN-meta, central-compartment neck lymph 
node metastasis; LLN-meta, lateral-compartment neck lymph node metastasis; ETE, gross extrathyroidal extension.
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in patients younger than 55 years (Table 3).
And then, risk factors for unfavorable events were 

analyzed through logistic analysis (Table 4). Large nodule 
size (≥10 mm) was recognized as an independent risk factor 
for CLN metastasis (OR: 3.304, 95% CI: 2.473–4.415), 
LLN metastasis (OR: 9.673, 95% CI: 4.542–20.597), and 
gross ETE (OR: 2.430, 95% CI: 1.508–3.916). In addition 
to large nodule size, age younger than 55 years (OR: 
1.947, 95% CI: 1.221–3.105) and male gender (OR: 2.112, 
95% CI: 1.497–2.980) were recognized as another two 
independent risk factors for CLN metastasis, while high 
TI–RADS score (TI–RADS 4c–6, OR: 4.483, 95% CI: 
2.594–7.749) was recognized as another independent risk 
factor for LLN metastasis and gross ETE. Interestingly, age 
younger than 55 years was recognized as a protective factor 
for gross ETE (OR: 0.465, 95% CI: 0.261–0.830).

The impact of nodule size on the risks of unfavorable 
events varies according to age stratification

To explore whether the influence of nodule size on the risks 
of prognostic-related unfavorable events correlate to patient’s 
age, the frequencies of unfavorable events in patients with 
nodules <10 mm and ≥10 mm were compared based on age 
stratification. In patients younger than 55 years, frequencies 
of all CLN metastasis, LLN metastasis and gross ETE were 

significantly higher in nodules ≥10 mm than in nodules  
<10 mm (P<0.001). However, in older patients, there was no 
significant difference in the frequencies of LLN metastasis 
or gross ETE but only in the frequency of CLN metastasis 
(Table 5). Besides, in patients younger than 55 years logistic 
regression analysis recognized large nodule size as an 
independent risk factor for all CLN metastasis (OR: 3.241, 
95% CI: 2.393–4.389), LLN metastasis (OR: 12.495, 95% 
CI: 5.281–29.562), and gross ETE (OR: 2.591, 95% CI: 
1.519–4.419). By contrast, in older patients, large nodule 
size was recognized as an independent risk factor for only 
CLN metastasis (OR: 3.924, 95% CI: 1.413–10.899) but 
not for LLN metastasis or gross ETE (Table 6). The logistic 
regression analysis also showed, in patients younger than  
55 years, male gender was an independent risk factor 
for CLN metastasis while high TI-RADS score was an 
independent risk factor for LLN metastasis and gross ETE. 
However, in older patients, large nodule size was the only 
one risk factor for CLN metastasis and high TI-RADS 
score was the only one risk factor for LLN metastasis, and 
no risk factor was recognized for gross ETE.

Discussion

In our hospital,  Kwak’s TI-RADS was adopted to 
characterize thyroid nodules as described in section “FNA 

Table 2 Comparison of the frequencies of CLN metastasis, LLN metastasis and ETE between nodules <10 mm and ≥10 mm

Size,  
mm

TIRADS score ≥4c CLN-meta LLN-meta Gross ETE

Count/
ratio (%)

P OR (95% CI)
Count/

ratio (%)
P OR (95% CI)

Count/
ratio (%)

P OR (95% CI)
Count/

ratio (%)
P OR (95% CI)

<10 50/10.8 0.002 1.818  
(1.234, 2.680)

133/28.9 <0.001 3.055  
(2.306, 4.048)

8/1.7 <0.001 10.492  
(4.961, 22.189)

28/6.1 <0.001 2.600  
(1.621, 4.171)

≥10 73/18.1 223/55.3 63/15.6 58/14.4

TI-RADS, thyroid imaging reporting and data system; CLN-meta, central-compartment neck lymph node metastasis; LLN-meta,  
lateral-compartment neck lymph node metastasis; ETE, gross extrathyroidal extension; OR, odd ratio; CI, confidence interval.

Table 3 Comparison of the frequencies of CLN metastasis, LLN metastasis and ETE between patients <55 years old and patients ≥55 years old

Age, years
CLN-meta (count/ratio) LLN-meta Gross ETE

Count/ratio (%) P OR (95% CI) Count/ratio (%) P Count/ratio (%) P

<55 331/37.4 <0.001 2.239 (1.433, 3.497) 63/7.1 0.717 73/8.3 0.062

≥55 27/21.1 8/6.3 17/13.3

CLN-meta, central-compartment neck lymph node metastasis; LLN-meta, lateral-compartment neck lymph node metastasis; ETE, gross 
extrathyroidal extension; OR, odd ratio; CI, confidence interval.
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technique and categorization”. The ratio of malignancy in 
the current study was 54.7% in TI-RADS 3, 83.8% in TI-
RADS 4a, 92.3% in TI-RADS 4b, 90.1% in TI-RADS 
4c, and 100% in TI-RADS 5 and 6. Some nodules were 
not included into the current study because nodules with 

low TI-RADS score (TI-RADS 3-4b) did not receive US-
guided FNA or some Bethesda I-III nodules did not receive 
surgery, causing the ratio of malignancy in TI-RADS 3-4b 
was over-estimated. The report of US-guided FNA has 
six categories according to Bethesda System for Reporting 

Table 5 Comparison of the frequencies of CLN metastasis, LLN metastasis and ETE between nodules <10 mm and ≥10 mm based on age 
stratification.

Age, years
CLN-meta LLN-meta Macro-ETE

Count/ratio (%) P Count/ratio (%) P Count/ratio (%) P

<55

Nodule <10 mm 127/30.4 <0.001 6/1.4 <0.001 22/5.3 <0.001

Nodule ≥10 mm 202/57.9 57/16.3 47/13.5

≥55

Nodule <10 mm 6/14.0 0.006 2/4.7 0.251 6/14.0 0.409

Nodule ≥10 mm 21/38.9 6/11.1 11/20.4

CLN-meta, central-compartment neck lymph node metastasis; LLN-meta, lateral-compartment neck lymph node metastasis; ETE, gross 
extrathyroidal extension. 

Table 4 Risk factors for CLN metastasis, LLN metastasis and ETE.

Factors
CLN-meta LLN-meta Gross ETE

Count/ratio (%) P OR (95% CI) Count/ratio (%) P OR (95% CI) Count/ratio (%) P OR (95% CI)

Age, years

≥55 27/27.8 8/8.2 0.991 17/17.5 0.008 0.465  
(0.261, 0.830)

<55 329/42.9 0.005 1.947  
(1.221, 3.105)

63/8.2 69/9.0

Gender

Male 102/54.5 <0.001 2.112 
 (1.497, 2.980)

20/10.7 0.302 17/9.1 0.505

Female 254/37.5 51/7.5 69/10.2

Size, mm

<10 133/28.9 8/1.7 28/6.1

≥10 223/55.3 <0.001 3.304  
(2.473, 4.415)

63/15.6 <0.001 9.673  
(4.542, 20.597)

58/14.4 <0.001 2.430  
(1.508, 3.916)

TI-RADS

3-4b 292/39.4 0.130 42/5.7 62/8.4

4c-6 64/52.0 29/23.6 <0.001 4.483 
 (2.594, 7.749)

24/19.5 0.001 2.384  
(1.412, 4.027)

TI-RADS, thyroid imaging reporting and data system; CLN-meta, central-compartment neck lymph node metastasis; LLN-meta, lateral-
compartment neck lymph node metastasis; ETE, gross extrathyroidal extension; OR, odd ratio; CI, confidence interval.
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Thyroid Cytopathology (22). Repeated US-guided FNA 
is recommended when Bethesda I or III is reported. 
Bethesda II nodules will flow to clinical follow-up, while 
Bethesda IV–VI nodules are recommended to lobectomy 
or thyroidectomy. The current study investigated 1,012 
nodules, including 11 (1.09%) Bethesda I nodules, 50 
(4.94%) Bethesda II nodules and 89 (8.79%) Bethesda 
III nodules. The reasons for performing surgery on these 
nodules were as the followings: contralateral nodule was 
malignant; nodule size was over 30 mm and aesthetic 
problems occurred; Bethesda III was reported in repeated 
US-guided FNA as well as the nodule with high TI-RADS 
score (>4a); patient bore a heavy psychological burden 
and demanded surgery. As surgery is not recommended to 
Bethesda I‒III nodules according to 2015 ATA guidelines, 

a considerable proportion of Bethesda I‒III nodules were 
not included in this study, resulting in overestimation of the 
malignant ratio in Bethesda I‒III nodules in this study.

Overdiagnosis and overtreatment are two main concerns 
in regard to the management of thyroid sub-centimeter 
nodules. Studies have shown that most PTMC are in 
an inert state, and it is not too late to perform surgery 
after disease progression during active surveillance (2,3). 
However, active surveillance rather than immediate 
surgery over sub-centimeter nodules has not yet reached 
a consensus. Researchers have found that thyroidectomy 
on patients with thyroid tumors <10 mm were safer and 
involved fewer postoperative complications compared to 
that on patients with tumors ≥10 mm (18). Patients who 
suffered from differentiated thyroid microcarcinoma and 

Table 6 Risk factors for CLN metastasis, LLN metastasis and ETE based on age stratification.

Age, years
CLN-meta LLN-meta Macro-ETE

P OR (95% CI) P OR (95% CI) P OR (95% CI)

<55

Gender

Male <0.001 2.365 (1.641, 3.408) 0.334 0.366

Female

Size

<10 mm

≥10 mm <0.001 3.241 (2.393, 4.389) <0.001 12.495 (5.281, 29.562) <0.001 2.591 (1.519, 4.419)

TI-RADS

3-4b 0.07

4c-6 <0.001 4.394 (2.452, 7.874) <0.001 2.811 (1.604, 4.925)

≥55

Gender

Male 0.804 0.773 0.836

Female

Size

<10 mm

≥10 mm 0.009 3.924 (1.413, 10.899) 0.436 0.409

TI-RADS

3-4b

4c-6 0.307 0.019 7.029 (1.382, 35.736) 0.828

TI-RADS, thyroid imaging reporting and data system; CLN-meta, central-compartment neck lymph node metastasis; LLN-meta,  
lateral-compartment neck lymph node metastasis; ETE, gross extrathyroidal extension; OR, odd ratio; CI, confidence interval.
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received immediate treatment had superior prognosis than 
those who received surgery when tumor size ≥10 mm, 
evidenced by higher disease-free survival (18). Patients 
for active surveillance should be carefully selected. In 
Miyauchi and colleagues’ studies, only patients without 
unfavorable events were included in observation cohort 
(2,3). It is worth noting that all patients in observation 
cohort received US-guided FNA to exclude high-grade 
malignancy, since there is no way to confidently predict 
which tumor may undergo a more aggressive process (26). 
Therefore, aggressive types of thyroid carcinoma would 
be missed due to similar US pattern without US-guided 
FNA (27,28). It has been described by ATA guidelines that 
locally invasive primary tumors may be associated with 
symptoms including progressive dysphagia, respiratory 
compromise, hemoptysis, significant voice change or the 
finding of vocal cord paralysis, and mass fixation to the 
airway or neck structures. 

It has been shown that unfavorable events correlated to poor 
prognosis. ETE associated with lower disease-free or disease-
specific survival, higher recurrence rate at both resection 
site and regional lymph node in patients with PTC (5-7), 
even microscopic ETE (identified by definite histology) was 
related to lower relapse-free survival (8). Furthermore, the 
extent of ETE was considered as a significant determinant 
of prognosis in patients with PTC, evidenced by a five-time 
increase in the risk of recurrence in patients with multiple 
structures invaded by tumor cells in comparison with patients 
with single invaded structure (29). In patients with initial 
distant metastasis when diagnosed, ETE can further result 
in poorer prognosis compared to that in those without initial 
metastasis, characterized by a shorter time period from 
surgery to tumor progression, lower disease-specific survival, 
or no remission after surgery (30). Neck LN metastasis has 
also been recognized as a significant predictor of poor overall 
survival (9). The overall survival decreased from 82% to 79% 
when neck LN metastasis occurred. In PTC patients older 
than 45 years, neck LN metastasis dramatically increased 
the risk of death by 46% (31). Another study on patients 
younger than 45 years showed that the mortality risk was not 
only associated with LN metastasis, but also correlated with 
the number of metastatic LN, namely incrementally more 
metastatic lymph nodes up to six conferred additional risk 
of death (24). Therefore, the relationship between nodule 
size and the risks of unfavorable events was investigated in 
the current study. Our results showed that large nodule size 
(≥10 mm) significantly increased the risk of CLN metastasis, 
LLN metastasis and gross ETE. Consequently, small tumor 

size at diagnosis and treatment is contributed to lowering 
the incidences of unfavorable events and possibly improving 
patients’ prognosis. 

In addition, patient’s age has been reported to be related 
to prognosis. The growth activity of tumor in subclinical 
papillary thyroid microcarcinoma significantly decreased 
with patient age (32). Young age (<40 years) was recognized 
as an independent predictor of tumor progression (32). A 
separate study reported that LN metastasis more frequently 
occurred in patients younger than 50 years (10). In this 
current study, younger patients were defined as <55 years 
according to the eighth edition of AJCC/UICC staging 
system (12). The frequency of CLN metastasis was 
significant higher in younger patients compared with older 
ones. However, there was no significant difference in the 
frequency of LLN metastasis or gross ETE. Besides, we 
also investigated the risk factors for different unfavorable 
events. It was found that age younger than 55 years was a 
risk factor for CLN metastasis but not for LLN metastasis. 
Interestingly, age equal to or older than 55 years was a 
risk factor for gross ETE. This is possibly due to a longer 
period of tumor growth in older patients. Male gender was 
a risk factor for CLN metastasis but not for LLN metastasis 
or gross ETE. 

Patient’s age has been reported to influence the risk factors 
for recurrence. Male gender and multifocality were recognized 
as the independent risk factors for thyroid carcinoma 
recurrence in patients younger than 45 years old, while lymph 
node metastasis and multifocality were the risk factors in 
patients equal to or older than 45 years (13). Therefore, we 
evaluated for the first time whether the influence of nodule 
size on the risks of unfavorable events are varied between 
younger patients and older patients. It was found that, in 
patients younger than 55 years, nodule size ≥10 mm was one 
of the independent risk factors for all CLN metastasis, LLN 
metastasis and gross ETE. However, in older patients, large 
nodule size would not increase the risks of LLN metastasis or 
gross ETE. Consistently, this current study revealed that the 
composition of risk factors for unfavorable events are different 
between younger patients and older ones. In younger patients, 
male gender was recognized as another risk factor for CLN 
metastasis, while high TI-RADS score (TI-RADS 4c-6) 
was another risk factor for LLN metastasis and gross ETE. 
However, in older patients, large nodule size was recognized 
as the only one risk factor for CLN metastasis and high TI-
RADS score was the only one risk factor for LLN metastasis, 
and no risk factor was recognized for gross ETE. These 
results indicate that larger malignant nodules in younger 
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patients display higher aggressiveness. Therefore, earlier 
treatment is recommended to young patients with thyroid 
carcinoma.

Limitations

Selection bias exist in this study, as US-guided FNA is not 
recommended to small nodules (<10 mm) and surgery is not 
recommended to Bethesda I–III nodules. In this context, 
the risks of unfavorable events in the group with nodules 
<10 mm was over-estimated, which in turn underestimated 
the difference in the risks of unfavorable events between the 
group with nodules <10 mm and the group with nodules 
≥10 mm. 

Conclusions

Large nodule size significantly increases the aggressiveness 
of thyroid carcinoma. This impact varied according to 
patient’s age: in patients younger than 55 years, large 
nodule size (≥10 mm) increases the risk of CLN metastasis, 
LLN metastasis and gross ETE, while in older patients, 
large nodule size only increases the risk of CLN metastasis. 
These results indicate that the presence of unfavorable 
events has different clinical significance for patients of 
varied ages. This finding contributes to assessing the 
prognosis of individual patient and developing a better 
management strategy.
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